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24 - 28 September 2018
Mons, Belgium

Team Information

Name of vehicle: PackBot 510 EOD / Kobra 710
Name of team leader: Colin Weiss
Team Name: ELP
Team E-mail: cweiss@elp-gmbh.de
Logo: 
Website: http://www.elp-gmbh.de

Return form to: elrob@fkie.fraunhofer.de
ELROB 2018
24 - 28 September 2018
Mons, Belgium

Team Information

Location: Wuppertal, Germany
Institution/Company: ELP GmbH, European Logistic Partners
Address: Nützenberger Str. 359, 42115 Wuppertal, Germany
Telephone: +49 202 698940
Fax: +49 202 69894-10

Team Description: ELP GmbH is distributing Endeavor Robotic’s range of robotic systems within German-speaking Europe and provides Service and Training for these systems within all of Europe.

In addition, ELP is developing accessories and additional capabilities for the Endeavor Robotics equipment.

Sponsors: -/-

Selection of scenario:

- [x] Reconnoitring of structures (3D mapping & find simulated radiation sources):
- [ ] Mule (shuttle between two locations)
- [ ] Convoying (transport with two vehicles)
- [x] Search & Rescue (SAR) / MedEvac (find and drag a dummy body)
- [x] Reconnaissance and disposal of bombs and explosive devices (EOD/IED; for professionals only!)

Proof of citizenship::

Return form to: elrob@fkie.fraunhofer.de